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Abstract : Plant taxonomists and geographers have always been uncomfor
that their conclusions often reflect, not the vegetable kingdom as it exists, b
been visited. Moreover, since the foundations of present-day botany were l
Renaissance Europe, it still tends to be strongly biased by the peculiarities o
temperate flora. Even the time at which a new plant is discovered has a long
on its taxonomic treatment and it is interesting to speculate how different ou
would be, especially our generic circumscriptions, had its development been
the Amazon Basin.
Reflections such as these indicate the extent to which the early plant explore

moulded contemporary taxonomy, and the present volume, devoted to a re
sample of these men, touches upon an aspect of the history of botany whos
can easily be overlooked.
T here are nine chapters. T he first covers the plant-introduction activities of
Romans, monastic orders and crusaders and then the great burst of interes
introduction in the sixteenth century. T his chapter is cursory and in places in
presents some stimulating points of view. We are told of a differentiation in
interest between the sexes, men concentrating on trees and fruits while wo
patronized ornamentals. We are also told, doubtless correctly, that plant intr
depended on the existence of a rich aristocracy; when, however, the author
there was a compulsive religious urge to collect plants ad majorem gloriam D
evidence is hardly convincing.
T he important chapters are 2 to 7, which are devoted to the plant-collecting
Banks himself and of his proteges Masson, Nelson (involved in the mutiny on
Caley and Kerr, and then Don and Douglas who collected for the Horticultura
Admiration cannot be withheld from these men who collected under conditio
extreme hardship and, often enough, died at their tasks.
T he last chapters tend to be more concerned with methods of transporting
largely solved by the invention of the Wardian case, than with discovery of n
A vivid picture is presented of the sort of life led by the great collectors and
be gleaned of the motives that inspired them and their patrons. T here are s
quotations. Mr. Nelson, we are told "reaped a rich harvest of plants and had
pleasure of gathering them in their most exalted state". T he author notes th
preponderance of Yorkshiremen and Scots amongst the collectors and fitting
Banks' eulogy on the latter: "So well does the serious mind of a Scottish edu
Scotsmen to the habits of industry, attention and frugality that they rarely ab
at any time in life and, I may say, never while they are young".
T he book is a credit to its printers. T he illustrations are well chosen and ther
colour plates reproduced from Curtis's Botanical Magazine . It is clear that som
has been made to tidy up Latin names but these are often used with little re
understanding as to what they signify and consistency has not been achieve
italicizing or capitalization. Perhaps the most disconcerting feature of the boo
pitched horticultural journalese which the author has managed to sustain thr
About to "cut his botanical teeth", Masson found that "on his very doorstep,
Aladdin's Cave of the Cape Peninsula". T he reader should however persist a
time that he has encountered the "sun-drenched daughters of nature", repu
have been replaced by horrified fascination which should safely see him to t
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